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Abstract 
Over the last decades, the role of the teacher has changed due to develop-
ments in technology. Teachers now mainly provide direction and facilitate 
learning rather than being the know-it-all master. Their new role in the Net 
generation inevitably involves the use of multimedia Internet. Internet-based 
environments are student-centered and allow learners to be actively involved 
in the learning process. This paper presents how internet tools have devel-
oped over the years, with a focus on language skills development. It also dis-
cusses the basic principles behind building new personalised internet tools 
and presents examples from a specific experimental platform, which is part of 
a PhD study on foreign vocabulary learning. This platform makes use of a 
novel internet-based dubbing application called Film L2 Dubbing Activity 
(FL2DA). Our main aim is to discuss empirical data and shed some more 
light on how the internet-based environment and the use of feature film clips 
may assist in foreign language skills development and what is entailed in 
managing such an internet-assisted environment. 
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As the Internet is constantly growing in popularity and availability, people 
around the world use it οn a daily basis, often without even realising it. Τhe In-
ternet has been reshaping many aspects of society from advertising and market-
ing to sales and education (Warschauer et al., 2000). Language teachers who are 
looking for innovative methods of teaching have become increasingly interested 
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in incorporating the Internet into their teaching plans. Recent developments in 
ICT support diversity in learning methods and multimedia and the vast amount 
of information linked by hypertext on the Web is invaluable, especially for self 
regulated learners. Learners are given the freedom and, in fact, they are encour-
aged to “manage the learning process independently and to explore linked pieces 
of information non-sequentially on the basis of their personal preferences and 
needs” (Son, 1998: p. 121). It is the first time that a teaching tool can so effec-
tively personalise the materials to the level of the individual learner. This inno-
vation is not to be taken lightly, as it is similar to personalising medicines for a 
particular patient. In education, this level of personalisation leads to self empo-
werment and autonomy in learning (Warschauer et al., 1996), which is the ulti-
mate goal of teaching. 

As educators, therefore, we never cease to look for new techniques and tools 
that will make our students more independent and gain as much as possible 
from their learning sessions. This quest was the basic motive for this PhD study 
of which this paper is a part. Except for presenting the basic principles of build-
ing effective online materials, the study combines the use of online learning tools 
with digital art in the form of the most popular daily entertainment activity 
worldwide, that of watching feature films. Films are commonly acknowledged to 
help learners improve their foreign language skills and vocabulary. However, 
there is still a lot of ground for research as to which is the most effective way of 
their exploitation. In this paper we present how internet tools have developed 
and a new internet-based tool using a feature film clip. Furthermore, we feel that 
presenting a novel tool should be accompanied by the basic conditions for its 
implementation in the online environment of the modern language classroom, 
which we introduce at the end of this paper. 

1. The Internet as a Teaching Tool 

Recently, the role of the teacher has changed and focuses mainly on providing 
direction and facilitating learning rather than playing the know-it-all master. As 
technology has become more prevalent in educational institutions, it is time to 
approach teaching and learning from a technological point of view. This inevita-
bly involves the use of multimedia, such as animation, slideshows, announce-
ments, blogging and even instant messaging, and the transfer of course content 
over the Internet. Interactive video research has given some very favourable re-
sults about multimedia effectiveness in language teaching. In his study on inter-
active video for Spanish teaching, Verano (1989) found that the more interactive 
the video work was, the more students retained. Liu (1993) concluded that 
computer-based hypermedia enhanced vocabulary learning, whereas other stu-
dies found that participants were more motivated when using interactive video 
discs (DeFelix et al., 1990) and enjoyed multimedia educational programmes 
(Borges, 2014; White et al., 2000). Truly interactive multimedia, which uses the 
Internet as its transfer mechanism, should be a consideration when designing an 
effective and dynamic classroom experience (Brett, 1996; Tucker & Courts, 
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2010). The Internet is a tool for creating an environment where authentic and 
creative communication can co-exist. It can create a virtual world that is very 
similar to the real world. 

Sayers (1993) summarised the main contributions of network-based technol-
ogy in the following elements: Motivation, Authentic materials for study, Inde-
pendence from a single type of information source, Experiential Learning, En-
hanced student achievement, Greater Interaction, Global Understanding and In-
dividualisation.  

When building teaching materials, the Internet is an extremely powerful ally. 
Instructors can access the Internet for resources, teaching materials and ideas in 
general, as well as share their knowledge with other professionals. The Internet is 
a great tool for teachers to create their own internet space, for example e-class 
webpages, blogs, online learning games, chat rooms, etc. They can build and 
upload materials for their students to access at their own leisure (Meagher, 1995; 
Warschauer et al., 2000); or create forums for their students to exchange ideas, 
discuss problems of any kind and so on. Furthermore, in situations where it is 
impossible to bring part or all of the class physically together, lessons may also 
be held online. A case in point is the recent pandemic situation (2020-2021) 
where classes worldwide were held online at all levels of education. Without on-
line conferencing applications, this would have been impossible and the choice 
between closing down educational institutions altogether or allowing them to 
continue to operate despite the risk of spreading the virus infection would have 
been an impossible one to make. In short, teachers can use the Internet to moti-
vate their students (Muehleisen, 1997) whereas students can use the language 
they are studying outside the classroom, making the language part of their daily 
lives. Another invaluable feature that the Internet holds for foreign language 
learners is potential communication with native speakers of a language based 
anywhere in the world. Access to real life communication with native speakers of 
any variety of the language, including different accents or dialects, whether in 
oral or written form, would be virtually impossible without the Internet (War-
schauer & Kern, 2000). Learners can communicate on a one-to-one, as well as 
one-to-many, basis from home, school or any place they choose.  

The Internet is a dynamic medium which can provide a wealth of information 
in several modes. Foreign language instructors should be encouraged to experi-
ment with the Internet so they can fully exploit the possibilities for language 
learning using this resource that opens pathways to authentic materials and dy-
namic communications with native speakers around the world (Lee, 2008). It 
can equip teachers with teaching tools, as well as provide them with immediate 
answers to questions or problems they might come across while teaching or 
preparing their teaching materials. Students have access to information and re-
sources by simply clicking on a mouse button, provided they just have a com-
puter or even a smartphone with an internet connection. Most of the times, the 
information is presented in meaningful contexts which may be explored either 
widely or specifically. Furthermore, its use can be interactive and collaborative in 
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nature. A virtual community of learners may now exchange knowledge, ideas 
and perspectives via e-mails, conferencing platforms, chat rooms, blogs, vlogs, 
newsgroups, etc. 

Turning to the development of specific language skills, until recently, the tools 
available through the Internet focused on listening and speaking activities but 
there has been a gradual and increasing emphasis on reading and writing. Oral 
activities for improving communication skills can be simulations, role-plays and 
online discussions, to name a few. Computer simulations provide a stimulus for 
skills development, by offering both a focus for oral activity and different scena-
rios for learners to talk about. In addition, as grammar and vocabulary need to 
be taught in meaningful contexts, the Internet provides a platform with such 
possibility. Over time, students are given the opportunity to use the language 
they have learnt in authentic context. Especially regarding English as a foreign 
language, and given the global spread it has achieved covering about 85% of all 
stored information in the world (Crystal, 2003), the choice of materials is end-
less. 

Warschauer (1996) suggests that teachers should think about the implications 
of using the Internet for their classes because its use has become so widespread 
both among teachers, as well as students. It would, therefore, be extremely bene-
ficial for teachers to learn how to use Internet tools effectively with the support 
and encouragement from their teaching situations (Warschauer et al., 2000). In 
other words, teachers need to gain knowledge and develop the necessary skills to 
use the Internet in order to maximise their on-line teaching capabilities and ef-
fectiveness. 

Overall, the enormous potential of the Internet has gained considerable atten-
tion in internet-assisted language teaching, nevertheless, there is greater need for 
a solid background of research (Celik, 2013) since most of the available research 
focuses on teachers’ and students’ perceptions of its use (Dashtestani, 2014; Mol-
laei, 2013; Radovanović & Kraguljac, 2017; Rezaie & Sayadian, 2015; Shin & Son, 
2007; Yükselir, 2016) and not so much research provides quantitative data on 
specific language skills development using specially made internet tools. It is a 
fact that the use of internet-assisted technologies come mainly with positive as-
sessments; however, the quality of the tools and their utilisation varies and needs 
to be improved via professional development programs for internet-assisted lan-
guage instruction (Celik, 2013). 

2. The Internet-Assisted Environment 

Internet tools create environments that allow learners to be actively involved in 
the learning process. In other words, these environments are student-centered 
since they provide individuals with opportunities to learn different ways of ob-
taining information, and constructing their own knowledge by interpreting and 
evaluating the information they have acquired (Diana & Schaik, 1993). 

Internet television, web pages, wikis, blogs, podcasts, search engines, forums, 
news groups, e-mail, online games, on-line streaming, simulations, audio, music 
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and video-sharing sites, web-based software, and other internet-based tools and 
environments are now recognised as educational tools to be used in the teaching 
of foreign languages, literature and cultures (Arikan, 2008). Among the multi-
tude of the applications that constitute our internet-assisted environment, we 
would like to focus on two applications that are the basis of the experimental 
platform we created for the PhD thesis this paper is a part of.  

2.1. Video on the Internet 

There are many applications that would benefit from a reliable and fast system 
of video data over the Internet, not only for the obvious purposes of entertain-
ment, but for many other applications such as multimedia presentations, video 
conferencing, remote learning, video archives and libraries, etc. Interactive video 
games where the user or player can choose the outcome from a number of poss-
ible scenarios are one area currently being integrated in the curriculum schools 
in the USA. Such applications may well be the answer to the problem educators 
have had trying to figure out a way to compete for student’s attention. 

Personal communications applications such as video conferencing, video sto-
rage for viewing video later and multimedia email that allow the sending of elec-
tronic mail with attachments of video are additional methods which can be used 
to enhance student learning. There are database services and archives which call 
up video clips from a library or archive in the same way a user might get a file or 
book from a library. There is great variety of how to use internet videos in the 
classroom. A quick search on youtube.com, for example, could result in thou-
sands of possible useful videos. Classroom instructors need to find creative ways 
to integrate such videos into their once static lectures. Imagine a biology teacher 
demonstrating how a cell works and presenting this on video or posting it on 
YouTube for her students to view. There are countless methods of effectively in-
tegrating multimedia applications into the classroom. Today, instructors are li-
mited more by their imagination and creativity than by accessibility of technol-
ogy. 

2.2. Streaming 

The process of playing an audio or video file while it is still downloading is 
known as streaming. The advantage of streaming multimedia files is that you no 
longer need to wait for an entire file to download before you can listen to it or 
watch it. In the framework of this new technology, the multimedia file resides on 
the host server and is not downloaded to the client computer. The advantages of 
streaming include faster playback, smaller file size, easy updating because the file 
is only on one server and flexible playback as the file can be stopped and started 
on demand. Although it is possible to stream some multimedia files without the 
need to encode them into a special format, it is usually more efficient to put 
them into a format which was designed for streaming. 

The biggest issues of streaming lie with the dependence upon a good internet 
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connection and speed. In the case of video streaming (watching the video in 
realtime, without downloading it first), one should keep in mind that the buf-
fering process (downloading the file to one’s computer) during playback of the 
file influences the quality of the playback significantly, and in case of slower 
connections this can put the language activity at risk.  

As might be expected, the most popular forms of multimedia streaming on 
the Internet are films and live sporting events. Users can listen to a radio broad-
cast of any game or watch a film or sports game over the Internet from anywhere 
in the world. The games and films are archived and made available for playback 
later. These archives can be streamed and allow a user to start and stop a broad-
cast or film as one pleases. The actual archived files are only kept on servers and 
can be streamed on demand to users.  

This same concept can be utilised in the classroom to allow student access to 
classroom material around the globe. Provided that copyright restrictions are 
respected, downloadable video files can also be incorporated in self-study pack-
ages for a number of learning objectives. A teacher, for example, may prepare 
listening comprehension activities, such as quizzes, multiple choice questions, 
etc. The most flexible instructional uses can be made with downloadable video 
files, which can be saved locally before the lesson and played off-line, so that a 
slow internet connection or poor buffering cannot influence the quality of the 
videos. 

At the current rate of growth, about half of the world’s population will proba-
bly be online by the end of this decade. Never in the history of civilisation have 
we seen a new technology adopted by so many, in so many different places, in 
such a short period of time (Leu et al., 2011). The advent of the Internet has re-
sulted in a rapid, continuous technological change which has had a direct effect 
on the nature of literacy. The Internet has delivered new technologies that re-
quire novel, different skills to read, write, and communicate effectively. To be li-
terate today often means being able to use some combination of blogs, wikis, 
texting, search engines, Facebook, Zoom, Google Docs, Skype, Chrome, iMovie, 
Contribute, Basecamp, or many other relatively new technologies, including thou-
sands of mobile applications, or “apps” (Leu et al., 2011). To be literate in the 
future will be determined by even newer technologies. 

3. Internet-Assisted Language Skills Development 

A main concern when building internet-assisted materials is the investigation of 
ways to teach specific language skills, both receptive (listening and reading) and 
productive (speaking and writing). For the purpose of this PhD thesis, we fo-
cused on internet-assisted development of receptive skills, along with the devel-
opment of learners’ pronunciation and the acquisition and long-term retention 
of new vocabulary. Broadly speaking, we also consider pronunciation as a lan-
guage skill (Prodanovska, 2017) which can benefit greatly from the development 
of oral productive skills using online tools. The same is true for vocabulary de-
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velopment (Lin & Siyanova-Chanturia, 2014). When building internet-assisted 
materials to facilitate the foreign language classroom, it is assumed that some 
part of the lesson will be conducted in the Web environment, but it should be 
stressed that, when structuring the teaching process, the online services, tools 
and website materials to be used in the classroom should play an auxiliary role to 
the teacher.  

The incorporation of the Internet into teaching foreign language skills is not 
only a medium for conducting classroom instruction, but also for out-of-class 
individual work and materials development as well as lesson preparation. We 
choose to present the specific skills relevant to this particular study platform 
with examples. 

3.1. Internet-Assisted Reading Skills Development 

It also seems obvious to say that the Internet should be used for practising read-
ing skills, since most of the Internet content is text, and whatever students do 
online, there is always a strong element of reading practice. The Internet is a vast 
resource of varied, interesting material on many different levels of language and 
it is only up to teachers to make use of it for the benefit of their students. Thus, 
there has been extensive research on understanding the nature of hypermedia li-
teracy. It seems that thanks to the richness of textual, visual and audio input, the 
execution of the pre-stage reading sessions can be largely facilitated. Similarly, 
the post-stage sessions, with their productive character, can be also enhanced by 
skilful introduction of the electronic media. Another important aspect that needs 
to be elaborated upon here to present the rationale for the introduction of online 
reading is the possibility to incorporate various resources to assist comprehen-
sion. Looking up active dictionary pages, glossing selected works, hyperlinking a 
reading text to a corpus, all promote active learning and contextual guessing, 
which are so crucial in developing literacy. Admittedly, the Internet material is 
not made specifically for a given class, but the problem of an overly difficult 
reading content, though certainly crucial, may be overcome by varying the diffi-
culty of the task and the amount of teacher control. If a website’s language is ra-
ther demanding, the teacher should simplify the reading task; for example, in-
stead of asking students to read the whole text and summarise it, the task could 
be to find specific details such as names or dates. The type of website plays 
another role here, as the language might be difficult but be accompanied by 
graphics, illustrations or pictures, which students will certainly find easier to 
process. Finally, the teacher may provide more support if the linguistic level is 
beyond her students’ capacity, and may even translate for students if that is the 
need. In general, the principle of grading the task rather than the text should be 
respected, and teachers should make as much effort as possible to find alterna-
tive materials (of easier language level, with more graphic input and less cogni-
tive load) and create tasks accordingly. 

Using the Internet for teaching reading skills can facilitate the teaching 
process in a variety of areas. One of the most important elements is students’ 
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exposure to readily available authentic materials. Other key elements include 
swift information exchange in the classroom and the ease with which students 
familiarise themselves with online reference tools. Since the Internet is predo-
minantly composed of text, every single activity students do in any Internet-as- 
sisted lesson will involve reading. This fact alone, of course, may not help stu-
dents develop particular reading skills so it rests upon the teacher to organise 
tasks to facilitate this. Reading skills such as scanning, skimming, reading for 
gist, or reading for details can easily be developed with the use of the online texts 
available. The clear advantages of the Internet as a digital coursebook include 
reading materials that are authentic, constantly updated and interactive. Fur-
thermore, there are endless novel texts which offer a vast choice of themes, lan-
guage levels, cultural backgrounds etc. All of these justify internet-based reading 
instruction to students, encouraging them to benefit from extensive reading of 
online materials with the use of tools and strategies they have been exposed to in 
class. Online reading activities may include reading the content of the site and 
answering questions about it or completing a specially prepared quiz (reading 
for gist or specific information); reading the instructions given in the site and 
then executing them in the classroom (reading comprehension); finding specific 
information about an issue (reading for details) etc. 

Another consideration of internet-assisted reading which was incorporated 
into this thesis’s experimental platform is the feature of glossing. Glossing, or 
word annotation of texts, in the form of providing vocabulary explanations ei-
ther in the students’ L1 or in the L2 in the form of synonyms/antonyms, or 
even giving example sentences, etc., which aids text comprehension (Anderson, 
1998). The ease and immediacy of this feature would be impossible to achieve 
without internet technology. In practice, texts can be glossed with the aid of a 
word processing or other programme. Glossing may include inserting (Krajka, 
2003): 

a) Annotations which give students glosses of difficult or new words; 
b) Voice comments, such as voice hints, recorded synonyms or antonyms for 

the students to listen to while reading the text; 
c) Audio files, either recorded by the teacher or other external files, which can 

be hints for students on which word to use; 
d) A picture which can be the explanation of or a hint for the word in questions; 
e) A hyperlink to reference sources on the Internet, so that students can in-

stantly consult a dictionary, a grammar compendium or an encyclopaedia. 
Perhaps the most prominent advantage of internet-assisted glossing, as op-

posed to simple word-processor glossing, is that glosses are not visible all the 
time and enables the teacher to provide selected lexical items with glosses in the 
form of hyperlinks, which can be activated by a learner if needed. This feature 
enhances students’ self-regulation, since learners decide whether or not to use 
optional vocabulary help to assist comprehension. Furthermore, this type of 
meaning processing of a reading text in a computer-mediated context does not 
distract students from the original text as doubleclicking any word or phrase on 
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the page provides a pop-up window with the definition of the word opened on 
top of the original text as a separate window. The main consideration for teach-
ers and internet-assisted development of reading skills rests with the optimum 
balance between reading comprehension, Web searching and website evaluation. 

The experimental platform we created for this thesis included three of the 
above mentioned annotations, namely, annotation of lexical items single words 
or phrases with their meanings, in either L1 and/or L2 (depending on the par-
ticipant’s linguistic level), adding hyperlinks to an online dictionary and audio 
files for clarification of the pronunciation of specific words or phrases (Figures 
1-3). The administrator recorded which of these features each participant used 
and statistical analysis followed, also taking into consideration the participants’ 
motivational profiles. 

A final comment regarding the development of reading skills with the use of 
the Internet in class lies within the Communicative Approach framework. It is 
essential that in order to achieve and maintain students’ engagement, the activi-
ties compiled for the class should be constructed in such a way that learners have  
 

 

Figure 1. Glossing of “globe” with L2 and L1 equivalents, activated by the user. 
 

 

Figure 2. Webpage of text with hyperlinks on selected lexical items. 
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Figure 3. Webpage of the experimental platform with the loudspeaker feature. 
 
a true communicative desire and purpose to use the language, with “greater fo-
cus on content and meaning than form and grammar preferably with choice of 
language rather than restricted to use specific language structures, designing 
language tasks to create information, opinion or reasoning gap” (Krajka, 2007). 
Ideally, students should depend on each other for their information and interact 
to accomplish a given task, working on reading the text, hearing the text, mas-
tering new vocabulary, paraphrasing and interacting at all stages of the activity. 

3.2. Internet-Assisted Pronunciation Skills Development 

One of the most prominent characteristics in the speech of a foreign language is 
its phonological system. Nowadays, the increasing demand for global compe-
tence and international communication requires increased proficiency in a for-
eign language and this proficiency does not merely refer to vocabulary acquisi-
tion or grammar competence, but good pronunciation as well. 

The development of pronunciation skills is a prerequisite for appropriate oral 
production and interaction, because a learner’s comprehensible speech is the key 
for effective communication. The advent of digital audio in the foreign language 
classroom has given teachers a great tool for the development of pronunciations 
skills. Some of the features of digital audio include variable playback speeds, 
random access to sound files, recording and storing students’ oral production, 
and so on. 

Internet sites with various audio materials, online Text-to-Speech (TTS) soft-
ware, and readymade or teacher-prepared audio exercises contribute to the devel-
opment of pronunciation awareness and skills. The most usual teaching procedure 
in mainstream language education when preparing pronunciation practice mate-
rials starts with the discrimination and articulation of individual sounds, moves on 
to longer and more complicated phrases, and with the practice of communicative 
exercises or dialogues aims at language production in discourse (Krajka, 2007).  
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Perhaps the most revolutionary tool that digital audio has provided foreign 
language teachers with is the TTS. Among other advantages, the TTS and syn-
thesized speech affords us the possibility to manipulate all speech variables, in-
creased students’ exposure to a variety of accents and the customisation of tasks 
to different kinds of text difficulty. Digital audio can be conveniently searched 
for, retrieved, manipulated, stored and played, provided that the copyright re-
strictions are adhered to (Sobkowiak, 2003). 

Some of the most useful applications of TTS in CALL include talking dictio-
naries, talking texts reading aloud any section of text (a single word, a sentence, 
a paragraph, etc.) typed or copied into it; pronunciation practice of individual or 
combined phonemes or intonation; and dialogue creation, with the synthesised 
speech replacing a dialogue partner (Handley & Hamel, 2005). 

Exposing students to the sounds of the target language, in isolation and in 
context, in various positions within a word, is essential in developing discrimi-
nation skills. The existence of new sounds in the target language, as well as the 
sounds that are substantially different in quality and/or quantity, needs to be 
demonstrated to students in carefully built exercises that train them in noticing 
new sounds, which eventually grow in complexity from simple isolated sounds 
to more complicated sounds in words and phrases. 

The use of online audio resources to help prepare materials for the discrimi-
nation of sounds is not to be underestimated. Free availability of a variety of au-
dio files, both downloadable as .mp3 or .wav (podcasts) and streaming, creates 
favourable conditions for exposing students to the target language speech in its 
natural form. It is advisable, however, to collect audio resources where particular 
sounds are prominently featured before exposing students to the authentic flow 
of connected fast speech accompanied by background noises (e.g., announce-
ments in train stations). 

The selection of lexical items for pronunciation work, whether aiming at sim-
ple sound discrimination or pronunciation practice, is a task that teachers 
should approach cautiously. Ideally, the words that students work with should 
be of the appropriate language level, including both the lexical items that they 
have already been exposed to receptively, and those that constitute their produc-
tive lexicon, while random selection is minimised. Similarly, the choice of words 
and phrases needs to focus on the sounds in question in various positions, both 
in monosyllabic and multisyllabic words (Krajka, 2007). 

Some of the techniques for improving sound discrimination include: minimal 
pairs (where students distinguish the same or different sounds), odd word out 
(where students find the word with a different sound from a given set of words), 
matching words or sounds with pictures, etc. The practice phase of pronuncia-
tion instruction takes learners from discrimination and presentation to the pro-
duction of new sounds. 

In the post-test of the experiment for this thesis, activity 2 (Figure 4) was 
compiled with the technique of minimal pairs where participants had to tick the 
correct pronunciation of a word. The selected words had all been target words of  
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Figure 4. Pronunciation task with minimal pairs. 
 
the pre-test activities accompanied by the audio file feature (participants could 
click on a loudspeaker to listen to the words).  

3.3. Internet Television in Vocabulary Acquisition Development 

Nowadays, researchers have begun to look into the use of multimedia in voca-
bulary development, its relationship with reading comprehension and how vo-
cabulary acquisition can be enhanced with CALL; taking into consideration the 
principles of Multimedia Cognitive Theories and how they can be applied to 
teach foreign language vocabulary.  

When teaching foreign language vocabulary there are linguistic, psycholin-
guistic, and sociolinguistic aspects of word knowledge, which include word fre-
quency, vocabulary growth in native speakers, collocation, register, case rela-
tions, underlying forms, word association, and semantic structures (Richards, 
1976). Richards’s assumption about vocabulary knowledge is that native speak-
ers continue to expand their vocabulary in adulthood, whereas there is little de-
velopment of syntax in adult life. This is because for any language speaker, to 
“know” a lexical item entails more than just knowing its meaning. It also entails 
knowing the degree of probability of encountering that lexical item in speech or 
print, knowing the sort of other words most likely to be found associated with it, 
knowing the limitations imposed on its use according to variations of function 
and situation, its syntactic behaviour, its derivations, its semantic value, other 
meanings associated with it, and more. However, the sheer vocabulary size of a 
learner is a good indicator of overall linguistic performance (Carter & Nunan, 
2001; Harley, 1996; Wilkins, 1972), as it is important for fluency in speech and 
learners associate their progress in language learning with an increase in the 
number of words they “know”. Another distinction that is frequently made in li-
terature is that of vocabulary breadth (how many words you know) and vocabu-
lary depth (how well you know them). The notion of degrees of word knowledge 
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from vague to precise is a deep seated one in vocabulary studies (Read, 2004). 
Finally, another factor of word knowledge is the ability of the speaker to use it 
freely when the situation requires it. In this respect, there are three stages of 
knowledge: its basic receptive or passive knowledge, its controlled productive 
knowledge (i.e. when prompted by an exercise or any kind of activity), and free 
productive knowledge, for example in free speech or composition writing. No 
matter how we approach the issue of vocabulary learning, the first and second 
stages in L2 vocabulary acquisition are to encounter new vocabulary items and 
then access their meaning.  

Vocabulary knowledge in foreign language acquisition has long been neg-
lected, as the study of foreign language grammar, syntax and phonology have 
been more dominant in the past; however, it has recently been receiving in-
creased attention in the language teaching curriculum. As Laufer & Shmueli 
(1997: p. 147) point out, “vocabulary is no longer a victim of discrimination in 
second language learning research, or in language teaching”. According to Cart-
er and Nunan (2001), this redirection of focus may be attributed to several fac-
tors “such as the influence of comprehension-based approaches to language de-
velopment, the research efforts of applied linguists, and the exciting possibilities 
opened-up by the development of computer-based language corpora”. There is 
no question that vocabulary acquisition is essential to foreign language acquisi-
tion and academic achievement and “is vital to reading comprehension and pro-
ficiency, to which it is closely linked” (Tozcu & Coady, 2004). Limited vocabu-
lary is a major obstacle in foreign language learning and its effective use.  

Advocates of vocabulary acquisition and development as a primary concern 
in foreign language learning believe that vocabulary requirements in every 
stage of the language learning process are most of the time greater than the 
requirements for grammatical rules (Hatch & Brown, 1995). It has also been 
recorded that when people are in a hurry or need to get a message across quick-
ly, they increase their use of vocabulary to convey messages and reduce grammar 
(Jordens & Lalleman, 2010). Research on computer-assisted vocabulary learning 
should take vocabulary skills development into serious consideration for both 
intentional and incidental learning. This has significant implications for CALL 
software design such as “the presentation methods of on-line lexical resources 
and the effective use of verbal and visual information in reading instruction” 
(Shokrpour et al., 2019). So far, some studies regarding the effectiveness of elec-
tronic methods in vocabulary acquisition have come up with inconclusive results 
(Kaya, 2006; Son, 2001); however, a great number of studies involving multime-
dia applications for vocabulary learning with the use of different types of anno-
tations indicate this method helps the learning and retention of new foreign 
words (Akbulut, 2007; Yoshii & Flaitz, 2002) and a close relationship between 
vocabulary and reading comprehension. More studies involving CALL applica-
tions also conclude that the use of computer assisted vocabulary instruction have 
significant positive effects on vocabulary acquisition and retention (Barani, 2013; 
Eizadpanah et al., 2014; Khoshnoud & Karbalaei, 2015; Talarposhti & Pourgha-
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rib, 2014). 
Because of those findings, researchers and educators have been trying to de-

velop CALL applications that will effectively support learners in the domain of 
foreign language vocabulary acquisition and retention and many have now started 
to focus on internet-assisted vocabulary learning and skills development as a 
step further than simple CALL. Easy access to the Internet has given teachers 
and learners an amazing tool at their fingertips. The Web allows instant access to 
a vast array of resources and up-to-date information that can be exploited for 
foreign language vocabulary development. Some of the supplementary language 
activities that could be incorporated in the classroom are online reading tests 
and comprehension questions, interactive grammar exercises with immediate 
feedback, video and pronunciation exercises, online vocabulary tests, films, on-
line TV and so forth. However, for the scope of this paper, we would like to fo-
cus on internet television and film streaming as tools for foreign vocabulary 
learning.  

Internet television is different from other outside-the-classroom L2 learning 
activities. It is likely to appeal to learners from all proficiency and motivation le-
vels because even learners with low L2 proficiency and low motivation to learn 
English enjoy watching films or TV serials; after all, those are part of most 
people’s daily entertaining. With all the images, sound effects and subtitles, the 
content of films or programmes on internet television are easier to comprehend 
than content without images, sounds and/or subtitles, for example while listen-
ing to the radio or reading novels.  

Conventional television and watching films are so commonplace in our eve-
ryday life that it is likely learners will readily accept internet television and film 
streaming. Internet television facilitates contextual vocabulary acquisition as 
most vocabulary is learned naturally from context rather than through explicit 
vocabulary instruction. Learning vocabulary within context is key to successful 
vocabulary acquisition (Sternberg, 1987). Naturally, there is not enough class-
room time to teach the thousands of words necessary for comprehension of no-
vels or newspapers; nevertheless, L2 learning courses need to find ways to help 
their learners reach this language learning target. When compared to reading, 
TV programmes offer more low-frequency words which are encountered re-
peatedly in a relatively small amount of viewing time (Webb & Rodgers, 2009), 
this is especially so in the case of episodes from the same TV series. It appears 
that when a word occurs more frequently, it is more likely to be noticed and to 
become familiar (Peters & Webb, 2018). It makes sense then to propose exten-
sive TV viewing inside and outside the classroom as a teaching method. Regard-
less of their backgrounds, learners can enhance their L2 proficiency through ex-
tensive exposure to internet television. Some of the most prominent gains are 
“their increasingly fluent speech, more native-like accent and a growing reper-
toire of useful expressions for informal social contexts” (Lin & Siyanova-Chanturia, 
2014).  

However, there are some important points to keep in mind. First and fore-
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most, the learners need to pay attention to the language use while enjoying their 
favourite film or serial. Television serials may hold an advantage here, as re-
peated viewing of episodes or scenes is a common strategy that can promote at-
tention to specific language. However, research has not reached a conclusion as 
to how many viewings would be enough for successful vocabulary acquisition. In 
Lin and Siyanova-Chanturia’s (2014) study, one of the participants watched 
some scenes so many times that she had subconsciously internalised the lines 
and the characters’ intonation. This is invaluable for pronunciation and intona-
tion acquisition, but when combined with the plot of the story learners expe-
rience language “hands on”, as if they are participating in a theatrical production 
and they identify with one or more of the characters in a play. It is recommend-
ed, of course, that learners keep a balance between the number of new and re-
peated episodes, so that they are equally exposed to new language, as well as re-
peat whatever language they have already come across. 

Another consideration is whether learners possess the necessary skills for im-
plicit vocabulary learning. In most foreign language classrooms to date, most 
learners may be accustomed to receiving explicit instructions and close supervi-
sion. Learners may need training on contextual vocabulary learning skills to as-
sist them in learning implicitly from internet television programmes. Needless to 
say, that this is a skill all learners would benefit from while studying a foreign 
language, but it is even more valuable for watching television programmes. In-
structors should therefore equip their classes with such techniques, so that learners 
get the best out of their viewings. 

Furthermore, there are certain strategies for the enhancement of the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of internet television in language acquisition and, more 
specifically, vocabulary learning. As motivation is of paramount importance in 
such activities, personal preferences should take priority in programme selec-
tion. However, programmes should reflect real language in everyday use, or at 
least within authentic settings. According to Lin’s (2014) study of foreign lan-
guage vocabulary in 11 genres of internet television programmes, “factual, dra-
ma and comedy categories were more representative of everyday English than those 
in music, learning and religion categories” (Lin & Siyanova-Chanturia, 2014: p. 
6). Therefore, these programmes should take priority when recommending in-
ternet programmes to learners. Narrow viewing (targeting programmes of simi-
lar nature) is also recommended because learners gradually develop background 
knowledge that aids comprehension of the content. Acquiring lexical items is 
more likely when learners are exposed to recurrent language within programmes 
of the same genre (Schmitt & Carter, 2000). Finally, learners may experiment 
with subtitles, as these are almost always available on internet television pro-
grammes. Depending on their level, learners may choose from L1, L2 or no sub-
titles for different viewing experiences and language skills development. 

In conclusion, the Internet and more specifically internet television and streaming 
technology offer a myriad of programmes to choose from when learning a foreign 
language. It rests upon both the learners and the language instructors to careful-
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ly and systematically exploit this medium as a supplementary resource in a for-
eign language learning course. 

4. Managing an Internet-Assisted Classroom 

The Internet has brought about a revolution in how we collect, store and share 
information. Even elementary age children know how to upload videos on You-
Tube and TikTok, send messages on Twitter and download music from a multi-
tude of website. College students use e-class sites as well as social networking 
sites to share lecture notes or homework problems. The traditional models of 
education in most countries are static and slow changing, but the availability of 
online resources allows us to consider a new model of education which serves 
students faster, more inexpensively and more efficiently than ever before. A 
quick search on a search engine can provide us with class syllabi from primary 
school to university level, lecture notes, homework problems (and answers), test 
questions, video lectures, and announcements all readily available for free. It 
seems that the advent of the Internet may also promote the dissemination of 
high-quality materials at almost no cost and contribute to levelling the field for 
those who until now have been underprivileged in terms of education. 

A new culture that supports learning, sharing and the ownership of know-
ledge is emerging. The technology to support learning already exists as does the 
ability to bring this technology to the classroom (Tucker & Courts, 2010). The 
challenge now is to find ways to use this technology to facilitate and enhance 
learning in the foreign language classroom. It seems that so far institutions that 
are already implementing technology in the classroom do not meet today’s 
learners’ expectations. PowerPoint slides and hyperlinks embedded in a course 
shell are already considered outdated (Tucker & Courts, 2010). The Net Genera-
tion, that has never known a world without the Internet (Lorenzo & Dziuban, 
2006), is technically savvy, well adapted at communicating via the Internet, and 
because of internet technology and speed they are used to instant action. The 
traditional language class syllabus has been slow to adapt to the learning styles of 
these students.  

Multimedia applications on the Internet are used to transfer information, or 
convey messages of any kind. These include instant messaging, slideshows, ani-
mation, podcasts and video simulations; anything that integrates sound, text, 
graphics, animation, or video. Multimedia has a positive influence on the learn-
ing outcome and by extension this enhances the effectiveness of the Internet as 
an educational platform. Given this, and the fact the technological developments 
never cease, integrating multimedia in the foreign language classroom is a ne-
cessity for the course design of the 21st century classroom. As the result of all the 
above, a new method has slowly emerged called “Project-based Multimedia 
Learning” (Simkins et al., 2002). This method combines Project-Based Learning 
with the use of Multimedia in class. Project-Based learning is an established 
educational method, while the introduction of multimedia in the classroom is a 
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dynamic new form of communication. The merging of these two results in a 
powerful teaching strategy. However, implementing this strategy can be demand-
ing, since it goes beyond the boundaries of the classroom and students are no 
longer confined to learning material from static sources such as text books or 
stagnant websites. Multimedia and the Internet allow students to experience a 
learning environment rich in knowledge and experiences. 

Before discussing the dimensions of Project-Based Multimedia Learning and 
how to manage a class within this framework, it is imperative to present the core 
notion of the method, as it is often misunderstood. Project-Based Multimedia 
Learning is not simply using multimedia during class, but “... a method of 
teaching in which students acquire new knowledge and skills in the course of de-
signing, planning, and producing a multimedia product” (Simkins et al., 2002). 

Multimedia products could be technology-based presentations, such as a web-
site, a video, a slide show, or even a TikTok recording. Another suggestion for a 
multimedia product is the Film L2 Dubbing Activity (FL2DA) which was part of 
the experimental online platform of the PhD thesis this paper comes from. This 
application taps into the students’ creativity and need for artistic expression. It is 
a short feature film clip, where the user is asked to record his/her own voice over 
one of the actor’s speech; a kind of “film karaoke”. In our case, the film clip was 
from “Independence Day” (Emmerich & Devlin, 1996) and participants were 
asked to dub the President’s speech to air-force pilots before the decisive air-battle 
that would save humanity from annihilation (Figure 5).  

The application had a playback feature so that the user could watch the film 
clip with their voice recording, accompanied by all the background noises and 
sound effects. The application involves role playing, which is one specific online 
activity that can contribute to a successful and highly enjoyable learning expe-
rience (Bender, 2011). One of the most striking aspects of role playing is the way 
that students relate education with experience, which is the optimal path to true 
learning (Dewey, 1986). Language instructors could use dubbing as a learning 
tool within the internet-based classroom framework, even with the limited  
 

 

Figure 5. The FL2DA application online page. 
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resources available. We need to keep in mind that researchers have recorded that 
even if students do not perceive much difference between their learning achieve-
ments in a multimedia class session compared to a traditional one, they view the 
teacher’s effectiveness as higher in the multimedia classroom than the traditional 
one (Deng & Zhang, 2007). Students tend to like using computers, even when 
they may not make much progress (Stenson et al., 1992). 

5. Conclusion 

Many foreign language professionals continue to focus on the traditional peda-
gogical teaching methods and the development of their specialised knowledge 
and teaching skills. While traditional teaching methods are essential as the frame-
work of any lesson plan, effective teachers also need to create a classroom envi-
ronment which facilitates learning. In today’s foreign language classroom, that 
means integrating technology. Teachers and language instructors may use the 
Internet as a transferring mechanism and provide their students with multime-
dia rich content in order to create a dynamic classroom experience (Tucker & 
Courts, 2010). In the case of feature films, as a start, we propose incorporating 
carefully selected film clips as study material. This would help motivate students, 
especially if the clip themes were close to the students’ preferences. Alternatively, 
teachers might ask the students to propose clips or parts of feature films and se-
lect from those in order to create a multimedia product. They could prioritise 
the extracts according to their educational goal and ask the class to create prod-
ucts in line with the principles of Project-based Multimedia Learning. In the case 
of the FL2DA application, it could be used in a number of different ways, de-
pending on the students’ preferences and personalities, for example, students 
can do the recording at home and post it online as a fun activity; a group of stu-
dents could dub different actors in the same clip and present it in class as a 
group activity; or even an Oscar-type competition could be organised for the 
whole class to participate in and decide on the winner. Understandably, this re-
quires time-consuming preparation on the part of the teacher and in FL2DA 
clips are not available at the moment. In some cases, this limitation could be 
overcome by lowering the volume of the video. In other cases, the students 
themselves could come up with solutions like editing the video and removing the 
recording of the speakers. What is important, of course is to respect copyrights 
and use these exclusively for educational purposes (Fair Use). Despite the diffi-
culties because of the absence of a databank with FL2DA clips, the activity is 
worth the effort as empirical results of this thesis indicate that the FL2DA treat-
ment positively affects long-term vocabulary recall. Further research might re-
veal that it can also enhance learning outcomes in other foreign language learn-
ing areas. 

Curriculum designers and lesson planners would greatly benefit from incor-
porating the internet multimedia learning dimensions to create new dynamic 
sessions which students would enjoy and engage in. The use of internet re-
sources is a meaningful way to integrate language and culture. Foreign language 
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teachers should experiment with the Internet to take advantage of the possibili-
ties and it offers for language learning by making use of authentic materials and 
dynamic communications with native speakers around the world (Lee, 2008). 
What is most clear from extensive research is that students tend to enjoy using 
computers and the Internet and “future developments in networked communi-
cation, multimedia, and artificial intelligence will likely converge, creating a po-
tentially more central role for the computer as a tool for authentic language ex-
ploration and use in the second language classroom” (Warschauer & Healey, 
1998). 

Classrooms today are changing and infrastructure is now available with re-
spect to computer hardware as well as internet access. It is imperative that in-
ternet multimedia technology is incorporated into the foreign language curricu-
lum since it encourages students to use text, images, sound and animation in 
their assignments and helps them develop the necessary skills for foreign lan-
guage communication in the new technologically demanding world.  
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